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Surely we all dream about enjoying a luxe designer holiday that shows off a stunning, chic beach
house on our own private beach, infinity pool sparkling against the ocean’s blues, day beds in
every direction and a sandy-floored beach club only ten beach steps next door? Well dream no
more, as we’ve discovered this and more at Nusa Lembongan’s luxurious Villa Voyage.

This fabulous address is one to grab your fam or friends and treat yourselves to a luxe designer
life for a week, or splurge for that special occasion. You won’t be disappointed in the treasure
trove of designer interiors and spectacular exteriors here. And the celeb-inscribed guest book
proves it’s not just us that say so!
Inside the vast five bedroom, six bathroom villa, you’d be correct in feeling like you’re in the
pages of a Vogue magazine. Not just because there’s more vintage Louis Vuitton trunks and
accessories scattered around than there are sun-lounger beds outside, but because the home is
owned and styled by SE Asia’s famous fashion designer Farah Khan.
Aside from your own holiday gang, you’re in exceptional company here at Villa Voyage. Flick
through Voyage’s guest book and see that Yolanda Foster, mum to uber-model Gigi Hadad and
one of the Real Housewives of Bev Hills, is just one of the home’s frequent, famous visitors and
fans.
Wake up to the waves crashing onto the white-sandy beach in right front of you, your own
personal front yard. The European styled daybeds and dining area outside throw in a bit of
European flavour, mixed together with the Hamptons-inspired living area and safari-themed,
mezzanine (enclosed) bedrooms upstairs. Complete with designer travel trunks used as
chic accessories and designer coffee tables, you may feel a smidgen of slight anxiety in wondering
why you don’t have the very same look in your own home.. doesn’t everyone?
Located on Lembongan’s Sandy Bay beachfront, Voyage is only ten sandy steps next door to the
Sandy Bay Beach Club – perfect for non-villa dining or a morning cappuccino after your energetic
beach walk! Check out the Walking Tree boutique for some beautiful Bali goodies, and don’t
forget to book a massage or three from Glo Spa and Salon, also right next door. You’re also
minutes away from the best sunset vantage point on this side of the island.
And naturally, the villa comes complete with gorgeous staff to take care of your every thought or
request. In-villa designer dining at Villa Voyage is a must, because where else would you rather
be but in the pages of a Vogue magazine, where every part of the luxe, idyllic story is entirely, all
about you.
Villa Voyage, marketed by Elite Havens, Sandy Bay Beach, Nusa Lembongan, Bali, p. Bali: +62 361
737498, or Singapore: +65 3108 0520.
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